What the economy should be delivering: six broad social and environmental ambitions

Goods and services for humanity

Support system provided to the economy by nature, often at no cost

Skills and labour required by the economy

Materials, energy and water demanded by the economy

The economy’s contribution to the public good

Waste and emissions to land, water and air from the economy

Wealth created by the economy through provision of labour and ownership of assets
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The logic of ‘rewiring’

- Limit GHG levels to stabilise global temperature rise under 2°C
- Secure, socially inclusive jobs and working conditions for all
- Maintain ecologically sound landscapes and seas for nature and people
- Preserve stocks of natural resources through efficient and circular use
- Enhanced health, education, justice and equality of opportunity for all
- Food, water, energy, shelter, sanitation, communications, transport, credit and health for all
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Ten tasks for business, government and finance to lay the foundations for a sustainable economy

1. Set the right targets and measures
2. Align incentives to support better outcomes
3. Drive socially useful innovation
4. Ensure capital acts for the long term
5. Value the true costs of business activities
6. Innovate financial structures
7. Align organisational purpose, strategy and business models
8. Set evidence-based targets, measure and be transparent
9. Embed in operational practices and decision-making
10. Engage, collaborate and advocate change
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